
Our Wonderful Junior High School Life 

 These three years were a very fantastic and wonderful time for us. We could 

learn many things from school life, events and club activities in three years. 

 We challenged to do various things from our grade objectives decided each year 

in April. For example, “Be elegant”, “Live gracefully”, and “Make stress your friend”. 

These grade objectives were made on the basis of the phrase “Shine yourself” in first 

and second year junior high school.  

 In first year junior high school we had a locker check and appearance check. In 

Midori school, we realized everyone has a personality and we could understand that 

each personality is important by talking to our classmates. 

 In the second year of junior high school we went to Kamakura. We went to many 

temples and we learned the depth of Japanese history. 

 I think, of the first two objectives, “Be elegant”, is a continuous applicable goal. 

We can act on how we should behave in public places, as a woman and as a member of 

Joshiseigakuin. 

 This year we feel we are “grade zero high school students”. Third year junior high 

school’s objective is different from previous years. It was made on the basis of how we 

think and act for life after one year. We have lived while being conscious of beginning 

high school life one year later. For example, we tried to take mock exams, for practice, 

without test monitors. Normally high school students do that, but we did it this year. 

 After this, the class of 73 becomes one team and we will compete against other 

grades on sports day and the choir contest. From now we will see things from the 

viewpoint of high school students. Not only will we help lead the school events, but we 

will also set the tone for the behavior and attitudes of daily school life. 

 We want to use what we learned in junior high school. We have been preparing 

for high school life and many other things. Thank you very much to the teachers who 

have taught us for three years. And thank you very much to our parents and family. 
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